World View Clash
A Handbook for Spiritual Warfare
Which is closer to reality, a traditional animistic world view or a Western naturalistic one?
What is a biblical view of the world and how should it affect our spiritual warfare in world missions?
This article is an excerpt from Murphy’s exhaustive study from his book entitled: The Handbook for Spiritual Warfare.

By Edward F. Murphy

T

he World Vision organization
planned to dig a well for a
needy African village called Walamo.1
They were warned not to go to the
village because the most powerful
marabout, or witch doctor, of the
region had cursed it. They were told
something bad would happen to
them or their machinery if they tried to
dig a well in the village under so
strong a curse that people from other
villages would not go there.
The team went anyway. In time they
dug a well which filled with sweet,
pure water. The people of Walamo
were ecstatic. Nearby villages heard
of it and, convinced the curse had been
broken, resumed trade with
Walamo. When asked why nothing evil
befell the workers or their equipment, they responded, “Francois’s god
is more powerful than the marabout’s god.”
Francois, who led the drilling
crew, was tempted to dismiss their
views as pure superstition. The well
had come in by understanding and
working with the relevant scientific
laws. The people, however, saw it as
evidence of the superior power of
Francois’s god. Two world views had
clashed.2
World View Clash
I am a missionary. A missionary
leaves behind his own familiar
culture and seeks to contextualize
himself within a foreign culture.3
He does this for the sake of the gospel
and out of love for God and for the
people to whom he is sent. As fully as
possible, he seeks to understand
their world view. He faces a serious
problem, however: He carries with
him his own world view. James W. Sire

in The Universe Next Door defines
world view as “a set of presuppositions (or assumptions) which we hold
(consciously or unconsciously)
about the basic make up of our world.”4
The working definition of world
view I will use is even more basic:
World view refers to “one’s basic
assumptions about reality.”
Everyone holds world view
assumptions whether or not they are
reflective persons. All persons
believe their own assumptions about
reality are the correct ones, or at
least the best ones, for the present. All
persons’ beliefs and behavior, in
that order, are based upon their world
view, whether or not they are
conscious of that fact.
While world view is closely
related to religion, the two are not identical. Paul Hiebert affirms that “a
world view provides people with their
basic assumptions about reality.
Religion provides them with the
specific content of this reality.”5 If
one holds to an atheistic world view,
then atheism functions as a
religion.
Aside from the agnostic position,
only two conceivable world views
exist. The spiritualistic world view
affirms that ultimate reality is spiritual:
immaterial, not physical or material. According to this view, whether
ultimate reality is looked upon as
personal or impersonal, it is spiritual.
The vast majority of the world’s
more than five billion inhabitants hold
to some form of a spiritualistic
world view. Intellectually convinced
atheists are very rare even in
Western and in Marxist societies. Ours
is not a world of philosophical
materialists, but rather one of

convinced spiritualists.
This common spiritualistic
world view gives the church a beginning point with most of humanity.
Even the present occult explosion
within the Western world is
advantageous at this point. We can
say to the occultist, “You are
basically correct in your view of
reality at one major point.
Humans exist as spiritual beings, and
not merely as material ones.”
Second, the materialistic or naturalistic world view affirms that
ultimate reality is material or physical, not spiritual. This view
assumes that all life generated spontaneously from non-life and that by
this process primitive single-celled
life forms evolved over vast
periods of time into the vast range of
life as we know it today.6
Five important implications result
from this view of reality:7
1. The universe is a cosmic accident
that has no ultimate purpose.
2. Human life is a biological accident
that has no ultimate significance.
3. Life ends forever at death for each
individual life form.
4. Mind has no separate existence or
survival apart from brain.
5. Humanity’s intuitive, historic
belief in an ultimate mind, spirit,
or God behind, within, and outside of
the physical universe is a form of
self-deception. Thus, humanity’s
corresponding belief in human
uniqueness, dignity, purpose, and
survival beyond death is a nonreal view of reality.
No wonder life is so empty to
intellectually convinced but honest
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atheists. The word honest is important
Spiritual Warfare
here because most atheists do not
How does all of this affect our
want to honestly face the nihilistic
study of spiritual warfare? Although we
implications of their naturalistic
Christians have rightly rejected
world view. When they do, death would naturalism as an acceptable view of
be better than life because it leads
ultimate reality and hold faithfully
to eternal non-existence.
to historic theism, naturalism nonetheWestern theology has been influless deeply influences our view of
enced by the Western world view more
the daily events of our lives. This influthan most of us are aware. By
ence helps shape our view of the
Western theology I mean the broad,
world of spirit beings, both benevolent
generally accepted
interpretations of Scripture
Figure 1.1
embodied in mainA
Western
Two-Tiered
View of Reality
stream works of systematic
theology, covering the
faith
broad range of theological
Religion
miracles
viewpoints and eccleother-worldly problems
siastical groupings one
finds among all
sacred
believers who hold to a
high view of Scripture
(Excluded Middle)
and propagate a common
historic Christian faith.
By Western world view8
sight and experience
I mean the view of
natural order
Science
reality that arose out of the
this-worldly problems
historical movement of
secular
the eighteenth century
called the Enlightenment. It is often summed
and evil. Anthropologist Paul G.
up in one word, naturalism. Sire
Hiebert of Trinity Evangelical Divinity
traces the historical swing from theism
School writes of his own struggles
to naturalism, and by way of deism,
in this area in an article entitle “The
to nihilism. 9 One scholar defines
Flaw of the Excluded Middle.”12
methodological naturalism as “the
John’s disciples asked, “Are You the
name for that characteristic of scientific
Coming One, or do we look for
method which constructs its pattern
another?” (Luke 7:20). Jesus answered not
of thought on the basis of natural causawith logical proofs, but by a demontion as distinguished from a superstration of power in the curing of the sick
10
natural or occult explanation.”
and casting out of evil spirits. So much
This Western world view arches
is clear. Yet when I read the passage as a
missionary in India, and sought to
over all of the scientific method. Such a
apply it to missions in our day, I had a
method, when adopted as one’s
sense of uneasiness. As a Westerner, I
model for reality, views the universe as
was used to presenting Christ on a basis of
a uniform system based strictly on
rational arguments, not by evidences
the cause-and-effect relationships
of Hs power in the lives of people who
between its constituent parts, each
were sick, possessed and destitute. In
in a determinate relationship one to the
particular, the confrontation with spirits
other, utterly closed to any dimenthat appeared so natural a part of
sions of reality that transcend the
Christ’s ministry belonged in my mind to a
natural. Sire observes that history
separate world of the miraculous – far
from ordinary everyday experience.
thus becomes a “linear system of events
linked by cause and effect but
Hiebert then presents a diagram
without an overarching purpose.”11
which clearly reflects the Western
Thus, naturalism explains everyChristian view of reality, a bything on the basis of impersonal natural
product of our Western theology: (see
and therefore predictable causes
figure 1.1) He comments:13
that account for and explain all of
The reasons for my uneasiness with the
reality.
biblical and Indian world views should
now be clear. I had excluded the middle
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level of supernatural this-worldly beings
and forces from my own world view.
As a scientist I had been trained to deal
with the empirical world in naturalistic
terms. As a theologian, I was taught to
answer ultimate questions in theistic
terms. For me the middle zone did not
really exist. Unlike Indian villagers, I
had given little thought to spirits of this
world, to local ancestors and ghosts, or
to the souls of animals. For me these
belonged to the realm of fairies, trolls
and other mythical beings.
Consequently, I had no
answers to the questions they
raised.

In “The Excluded
Middle,” an article
published in the MARC
Newsletter, Bryant
Myers expands Hiebert’s
concept of a two-tiered
world. He points out that
“the most important
feature of this Enlightenment world view is that
the spiritual and real worlds
do not touch.... This is
the major difference when
we compare the Western
world view to how traditional people understand
their world.” Myers further
explains that most traditional religions
believe the world is a continuum
between those elements of the world which
are mostly spiritual in nature and those
which are mostly material.... There is no
gap between the two worlds. The spiritual and physical co-exist together as inseparable parts of each other.14

According to Myers, there is a
“middle part” of the traditional
world view, a level of reality
comprising witch doctors, shamans,
curses, idols, household gods, and the
evil eye. This spiritual part of
reality operates in the material world
and is rejected, or excluded, by the
Western world view.
To traditional peoples there is no
natural-versus-supernatural dichotomy.
The supernatural directly relates to
the natural. Traditional peoples live in
the middle zone. That is why much
of our preaching and teaching seem to
have little relevance to their daily
life. For instance, we explain sickness
on the basis of germs, nutrition, and
related factors. They on the other hand
explain sickness on the basis of
curses, the evil eye, witchcraft, or
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karma, all of which are set against
them.
Myers then applies this difference in
world views to evangelism and
missions. He writes 15
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and ‘the God of Francois.’ Their world
view, needed to be challenged by a
biblical or kingdom framework, not a
secularizing Enlightenment one.”
Francois explained that he did not own
a god or have any power of his
own. He was not a shaman; he had no
magic. He was only a servant of the
one true God, who was more powerful
than the shamans and Western
science. This God created a world that
was rational and understandable,

and his followers engage evil supernaturalism intensely and triumph decisively. Nor did awareness of such
dimensions of the spirit world and
of conflict with evil spirits die with the
apostolic church. The post-apostolic
Christians in the west believe that God
fathers took the realm of the demonic
and Jesus Christ are part of the world of
so seriously that they automatically
high religion, and that others are
took new converts from paganism
wrong to believe in Allah or some other
through rites of deliverance from
high god. This means we believe that
evil supernaturalism, a practice we have
the critical question for evangelism is
lost to our own detriment. 18
“Whose god is the true god?”...
For people who still
Effective ministry
hold a largely
in our day
Figure 1.2
traditional view of the
demands that we
world, the critical
must recover the
The
Excluded
Middle:
question is not “What
and expeWestern and Traditional World Views Compared knowledge
is true?” but
rience
of
the
rather “Who is the
spirit world that the
most powerful?”
Western
Traditional
early church
After all, it is the stuff
World View
World View
possessed. We must
in the excluded
relearn the
middle that affects
* God
their lives for
forgotten art of spiri* God
good or ill. This
* Allah
tual warfare.
* Allah
means that news
Probably not since
* Angels
*
Angels
about a god whose
the days of the
Spirit is more
apostolic and patristic
*Witchcraft
powerful than curses,
churches has
Excluded
witch doctors and
* Curses
there occurred the
demons is very attracMiddle
* Evil Eyes
present revival of
tive. This is one
evil supernaturalism
of the reasons the
* Germs
* Germs
that we are expeCharismatic and
* Business
* Business
Pentecostal moveriencing today. The
* Deciments are
* DeciWestern world is
growing as fast as
being shaken by what
they are today.
Michael Green
has called an “occult
Francois, whom we met at the
and created human minds with the
explosion.”19
opening of this article, found
ability to figure out where the water
himself in the excluded middle in the
In missions the story is the same.
was likely to be.”16
well-drilling incident. He could
Western missionaries gave birth to
In his explanation, Francois chalhave reverted to the two-tiered view of
most of the mother churches of Asia,
lenged both the Western world view
reality in explaining the well of
Africa, Latin america, and Oceania.
pure water to the people of Walamo. He and the traditional world view of
These missionaries by and large
the Walamos. Neither is completely
could have told them that God was
believed that demons were automatharmonious with the biblical world
not involved because the well was part
ically kept in check by Christ’s defeat
view. The traditional world view, while
of the natural world of science,
of Satan on the Cross and by His
closer to the biblical view, is like
natural laws and technology. He could
resurrection. Evil supernaturalism,
the Western world view, also filled with while recognized, was seldom
have dismissed their view as pure
error.17 It is polytheistic, pantheistic,
superstition. He could have tired to
openly challenged and defeated through
magical, and animistic, and in these
impose his secular Western world
power encounter.20 In missionary
ways completely contrary to
view upon the traditional world view
work among animists or spirit
biblical revelation. In spite of these
held by the villagers. He could
worshipers, the first generation of
errors, the traditional view stands
have, but he didn’t.
converts was and is often won through
closer to the biblical world view
power demonstrations on the part of
Francois understood the excluded
because it fully acknowledge the
God through His servants. Following
middle. He realized that the people
reality of the spirit world.
conversion, however, no biblically
probably now saw him as a shaman
In the Bible the spirit world is
nor culturally relevant theology of the
more powerful than the sorcerer. He
real, alive, and everywhere invading
demonic world or power encounter
had to bridge the two world views
daily life. It is portrayed in both the
is usually developed for the new
and help the people understand, in
Old and New Testaments but more
converts. Most of the intuitive
Myers’ words, the “difference
vividly in the New, where Christ
recognition of and fear of the world of
between the idea of ‘Francois’s god’
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evil spirits, ghosts, and the spirits of the
ancestors or of animals held by the
host cultures is regarded as “superstition.” It is thus relegated to the
unreal and becomes something to be
ignored in Christian living and
evangelism. National Christians often
feel timid in speaking of “the old
ways.” Usually they did not receive
from their spiritual fathers, the
missionaries, an adequate biblical and
functional theology of the spirit
world, power encounter, and spiritual
warfare. Essentially they were left
unprepared for the spiritual warfare into
which they were being thrust as
Christians.
But today national Christians
everywhere are asking questions for
which adequate answers are not
forthcoming: “Can true believers be
demonized? If so, what can be done
to set them free? What can Satan
through his demons (Eph. 6:10-20)
do against true believers? Can believers
be hurt by demons? Can Satan
severely injure believers physically,
emotionally, and even spiritually?
Can he kill believers? What about our
churches?” they ask. “Can evil
spirits work their way into positions of
power and quench the flow of the
Spirit and His gifts? Can they counterfeit the gifts of the Holy Spirit?
How can such demonic strongholds be
recognized and broken? What about
the place of evil supernaturalism in
evangelism? Do high level spirit
princes of evil rule territorially? Can
they so oppress and control individuals, communities, peoples, and even
nations that the Word of God does
not take root, but rather is rejected or
expelled?”21
These questions spring out of a host
of concrete experiences of our
Christian brothers and sisters in other
cultures. The answers, however,
can not only help non-Western Christians but also awaken us in the
West to the cross-cultural reality of evil
supernaturalism, whose manifestation in the current occult explosion has
surprised many of us. Our surprise
only reveals our world view blindness.
To see people who are immersed
in demonized cultures be set free by
the gospel; to truly and completely
deliver men, women, and children from
the kingdom of Satan and bring
them into the kingdom of God and to
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minister to believers who are still
subject to abuse by the spirits, we
Christian leaders must relearn the
spirit world. We must remove our
Western-world view biases, which
blind us to the biblical view of the
spirit world, and be willing to become
incarnate into the same world into
which our Lord entered – a world of
spiritual warfare, often deadly spiritual warfare.
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